Hudson/North Hudson Community Access Television
Program Acknowledgement
Program Title: ________________________________________________________
Member: _____________________________________________________________
Organization: _________________________________________________________
1. I hereby state and certify that the contents of the program herein requested to be
cablecast, comply with the following requirements:
A. Programming on HNHCAT must not be used for direct financial gain or
commercial purpose. Programs must be non-commercial and may not
contain any solicitation of funds, advertising, or material that promotes a
commercial product, trade, business, service, lottery or gambling
endeavor.
B. Programs must not contain any unlawful use of copyrighted material.
Producers are responsible for obtaining all necessary copyright and other
intellectual property clearances.
C. Programs must not contain any material that is libelous, slanderous or
which constitutes an invasion of privacy.
D. Programs must not contain any material that is obscene.
E. Programs must not contain any material that violates any state or federal
law.
F. Programs may not display or promote the illegal use drugs or alcohol.
Coverage of community events may include alcohol consumption where
alcohol is legally served.
G. If the programming is a live cablecast, I have taken reasonable measures
to ensure compliance with this statement.
H. The program meets minimum technical standards.
I. I have fully read and understand the policies and guidelines for HNHCAT
and I have signed a member agreement.
2. I accept responsibility for all claims arising out of the cablecasting of the program
which I am presenting, and I hereby agree to indemnify and save harmless the

City of Hudson, Village of North Hudson, Media One/AT&T, Hudson/North
Hudson Community Access Board and it’s employees (and its successors) from
any and all loss, claim, liability, cost or damage of any nature whatsoever which
may arise by reason of any claim that any material cablecast or disseminated by
me infringes upon or violates or otherwise damages any rights of any person or
organization.
3. I understand that by submitting any videotape to the Access Manager for handling
and cablecast constitutes an agreement by me that any damages or loss by the
Access Manager will only entitle me to replacement with a comparable amount of
videotape. Except for such replacement, the acceptance of videotape is without
warranty or liability, and recovery for any incidental or consequential damages is
hereby specifically excluded. All programs submitted will become property of
HNHCAT and stored for up to 1 year.
4. I understand that by submitting a videotape for cablecast, I am authorizing the
Access Manager to schedule and air the program one or more times on any of the
access channels.
The Cable Board does not censor or pre-screen programming. Therefore, programming
content must be identified below with sufficient particularity to allow the Cable Board to
properly categorize the programming. Programming is categorized in order to select the
appropriate channel location and time for airing, and to allow inclusion of a disclaimer if
staff deems it necessary. The Cable Board may require disclaimers to be added to the
beginning and/or end of videotaped programming material. The producer or sponsor of a
program containing material that may be found to be objectionable by members of the
community, such as strong language, nudity, actual or simulated sexual contact, graphic
violence, depictions of medical procedures, etc. must clearly indicate the existence of
such content below. If a program contains such content, the program will be scheduled
for cablecast after 10:00 PM.
Program Description: ___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Program Length: _____________________________________
Program Tape Format: ________________________________
Members Signature: ___________________________________
Members Address:______________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature if Under 18: ____________________________________

